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Practice points

Background
• Gene expression profiling (GEP) tests for cutaneous melanoma (CM) can predict risk of recurrence and metastasis.
• GEP tests are not recommended by national CM care guidelines outside of a clinical study.
• High quality evidence guiding best practice use of GEP tests in CM is lacking.
Prognostic GEP tests for melanoma
• GEP tests measure relative expression of a finite panel of genes using mRNA extracted from tumor tissue slides.
• Available GEP tests for CM include Decision-Dx Melanoma™ and Melagenix.
• Other GEP tests for CM are in clinical development (SkylineDx, Rotterdam, The Netherlands; Natera, CA, USA).
Opportunities & uncertainties of prognostic GEP testing
• Prognostic GEP testing could improve staging accuracy and help to streamline management.
• Patients identified at increased risk of disease recurrence and metastasis may benefit from enhanced surveillance

and newer adjuvant therapies, although neither has demonstrated improved survival in node-negative CM.
• It is not currently known whether a high-risk GEP classification or presymptomatic detection of distant metastasis

(through surveillance imaging) is associated with improved response to newer systemic therapies.
Challenges in closing the recommendation gap
• Major challenges of GEP testing are determining which tumor should be tested and how results should affect

patient management.
• Additional barriers include resistance to change, reluctance to abandon familiar practices, high costs that may

not be borne by insurance and financial disincentives for providers to abandon established procedures.
Potential considerations for clinical trials incorporating prognostic GEP testing
• The goals of future GEP trials would be to establish if GEP testing alone or in conjunction with sentinel lymph

node biopsy (SLNB) has greater prognostic value than existing CM staging parameters, and to determine
outcomes of different screening and management algorithms based on GEP test results.

• SLNB and GEP testing are not designed to predict the same outcomes, although they may identify overlapping
subsets of patients with increased risk for regional and/or distant metastasis.

• Clinical studies are also needed to examine whether adjuvant targeted and immunomodulating agents will
benefit GEP-designated high risk, SLNB-negative patients in reducing risk of metastasis and death.

Other considerations
• The cost of a prospective trial assessing impact of GEP testing on clinical outcome would depend on number of

subjects enrolled, trial design, positive and negative predictive values of the GEP test employed and the desired
magnitude of clinical effect.

• Consideration should be given to use of archived CM specimens collected as part of large cooperative group trials
in which patients were randomized to treatment.

• However, it may not be possible to fully assess the value of a GEP test if subjects are not randomized to an
intervention based on test results, and it may not be possible to determine superiority of a GEP test compared
with other staging tests (like SLNB) if subjects are not randomized to one screening test versus another.
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Prognostic gene expression profiling (GEP) tests for cutaneous melanoma (CM) are not recommended in
current guidelines outside of a clinical trial. However, their use is becoming more prevalent and some
practitioners are using GEP tests to guide patient management. Thus, there is an urgent need to bridge
this gap between test usage and clinical guideline recommendations by obtaining high-quality evidence
to guide us toward best practice use of GEP testing in CM patients. We focus here on the opportunities
and uncertainties associated with prognostic GEP testing in CM, review how GEP testing was incorporated
into clinical care guidelines for uveal melanoma and breast cancer and discuss the role of clinical trials to
determine best use in patients with CM.
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Molecular prognostic tests based on gene expression profiling (GEP) of cutaneous melanoma (CM) are highly
sensitive and have the potential to predict biological behavior. These include the 31-gene GEP Decision-Dx
Melanoma™ (Castle Biosciences; TX, USA) and eight-gene GEP Melagenix (NelaCare; Koln, Germany) tests.
Other companies with GEP tests for CM in clinical development include: SkylineDx (Rotterdam, The Netherlands)
and Natera (CA, USA). We will need high-quality evidence to guide us toward best practice use of these tests for
our CM patients. We discuss the opportunities and challenges in implementing prognostic GEP testing in CM,
and the role of clinical trials to determine best use for optimal and cost-effective patient care.

Prognostic GEP tests for melanoma

GEP testing involves measuring relative expression of a finite panel of genes using mRNA, extracted from formalin-
fixed paraffin-embedded tumor tissue slides, that is amplified by reverse transcription PCR. Archival tissue with
sufficient tumor remaining to cut multiple slides is required. Prior studies identified patterns of gene expression
(i.e., gene signatures) associated with CM tumor progression and metastasis [1–3]. There are several GEP tests for
melanoma that are commercially available or in development (Table 1). The 31-GEP test is the best known and
most widely used GEP test in the USA. Developed using publicly available gene expression data and an established
prognostic test for uveal melanoma (UM) [4], it consists of a panel of 31 genes (28 signature plus 3 control genes).
Tumors are classified as either class 1 (low risk) or class 2 (high risk) [5], and both classes are now reported with A
or B subclasses to further stratify risk.

Two recent retrospective studies utilizing the 31-GEP test described 690 pooled CM cases (American Joint
Committee on Cancer [AJCC] stages I–III) from 18 centers associated with either a metastatic event or >5 years of
follow-up without metastasis [6,7]. Along with Breslow depth, ulceration and positive sentinel lymph node biopsy
(SLNB), a class 2 result was independently associated with metastasis in multivariable analyses. The 31-GEP test
further stratified patients with negative SLNB for distant metastatic risk. Similarly, two recent prospective studies
(consisting primarily of AJCC stage I/II patients) found GEP class to be the strongest predictor of both local
recurrence and distant metastasis [8,9]. Finally, in a study of 1421 prospectively tested T1/T2 tumor stage patients
– most undergoing SLNB – from 26 centers, GEP class was a significant predictor of SLNB-positivity [10]. The
31-GEP test is now covered by Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services for patients over age 65 with T1a (with
adverse features), T1b and T2 tumors.

The eight-GEP MelaGenix test is based on an eight-gene signature designed to determine risk of relapse of
AJCC stage I/II CM patients, and to guide further treatment of stage III CM patients [11]. The MelaGenix test was
developed in Germany. A panel of nine of 92 candidate genes assessed in 38 CM tumors was able to discriminate
between long- and short-term overall survival. This nine-gene signature comprised six protective genes: keratin
9 (KRT9), dermcidin (DCD), prolactin induced protein (PIP), secretoglobin family 1D member 2 (SCGB1D2),
secretoglobin family 2A member 2 (SCGB2A2) and collagen alpha6 (COL6A6), and three risk genes: kelch repeat
and BTB (POZ) domain containing 10 (KBTBD10), esophageal cancer-related gene 2 (ECRG2) and hairy and
enhancer of split 6 (Drosophila; HES6). Subsequently, differential expression of eight out of the nine genes was also
associated with distant metastasis-free survival [12].
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Table 1. Summary of gene expression profiling tests for cutaneous melanoma.

31-GEP test
– Decision-Dx Melanoma™ (Castle Biosciences)
– Best known and most widely used GEP test in the USA
– Covered by Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services for patients over age 65 with T1a (with adverse features), T1b and T2 tumors
– Panel of 31 genes (28 signature plus 3 control genes)
– Results: Class 1 (low risk) and class 2 (high risk)
– Identifies node-negative patients at increased risk for relapse

8-GEP test
– MelaGenix (NelaCare)
– Developed in Germany
– Covered by some private insurances in Germany
– Panel of eight genes (including three control genes)
– Score discriminates between high and intermediate survival risk in Stage II CM

SkylineDx melanoma
– SkylineDx
– Currently in development in collaboration with dermatologists at Mayo Clinic
– Gene panel predicts risk of nodal metastasis in CM patients

Signatera
– Developed by Natera
– Customized 16-gene panel developed from primary tumor
– Circulating tumor DNA (ctDNA) test designed to detect presence of molecular residual disease
– Detection of molecular residual disease up to two years earlier than radiographic imaging in breast, bladder, colorectal, and non-small cell lung cancers, with 98%
positive predictive value for relapse
– Test for CM currently in development

CM: Cutaneous melanoma; GEP: Gene expression profiling.

Another single center study from Germany clinically validated the eight-GEP test in 245 patients with AJCC
stage II CM. The MelaGenix score, indicating risk of relapse, was an independent predictor of melanoma-specific
survival: the low-score group had 5- and 10-year melanoma-specific survival of 92%, while the high-score group
had 5- and 10-year melanoma-specific survival of 82 and 67%, respectively (p = 0.018) [13]. The eight-GEP test has
been available since 2015 and is covered by some private insurances in Germany, however, it has not been approved
for use in the USA [11].

SkylineDx, a company primarily focused on developing tests to stratify patients and guide treatment for multiple
myeloma, is developing a GEP test for CM in collaboration with dermatologists at Mayo Clinic [14]. The algorithm
for the test will be based on the results of a multi-institutional study finding that ITGB3, LAMB1, PLAT and
TP53 were associated with nodal metastasis [15]. This multicenter validation cohort study on 309 CM patients
showed that aberrant expression of ITGB3 predicts nodal metastasis and may be used to guide decision to perform
SLNB [16].

Signatera from Natera is a circulating tumor DNA (ctDNA) test designed to detect presence of molecular residual
disease in cancer patients. A panel of 16 tumor-specific clonal variants determined from whole exome sequencing
of tumor tissue are measured in peripheral blood. Thus, in contrast to other GEP tests, Signatera directly detects
presence of metastatic disease (rather than risk of metastasis) and can be repeated over time to assess CM recurrence
or response to therapy. Signatera has demonstrated the ability to detect molecular residual disease up to 2 years
earlier than radiographic imaging in breast, bladder, colorectal and non-small-cell lung cancers with a 98% positive
predictive value for relapse [17–21]. In a Phase II trial (INSPIRE) conducted in 70 patients with advanced cancers
(including head and neck, triple-negative breast, ovarian cancers and CM), Signatera was used to assess ctDNA
at baseline and after the third cycle of treatment with pembrolizumab. There was a strong correlation between
reduction in tumor-specific ctDNA and overall survival (adjusted hazard ratio = 0.38; p = 0.004), progression-free
survival (adjusted hazard ratio = 0.47; p = 0.006), and overall clinical response rate [22]. A ctDNA-based test
specifically designed for CM is currently in development.

Who is using GEP tests?

Although current melanoma guidelines from the American Academy of Dermatology [23] and the National Com-
prehensive Cancer Network (NCCN) [24] recommend further study of GEP tests before incorporation into clinical
practice for CM, their use for prognosis is becoming more prevalent. For example, approximately 12,000 31-GEP
tests were processed in 2018 [25]. Based on the reported incidence of invasive CM in the USA [26], this may represent
up to 5–10% of invasive CM being subject to GEP testing.
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Table 2. Opportunities, challenges and solutions for prognostic gene expression profiling testing in cutaneous
melanoma.

Opportunities
– Improved prognostication
– Identify patients who may benefit from enhanced imaging and/or adjuvant therapy
– Identify patients who may be spared wider excision, SLNB or adjuvant therapy

Unknowns
– If GEP testing can replace or be used in combination with established staging parameters
– If a GEP test can reliably predict SLNB positivity
– If a GEP test can be used to guide decision to offer adjuvant therapy
– If GEP testing can inform management of stage II and IIIA patients

Challenges
– Determining which patients/tumors should be tested
– How GEP tests should be validated, level of evidence required for guidelines
– Provider resistance to change, reluctance to abandon familiar practices/procedures
– Potential costs that may not be borne by insurance

Solutions
– Prospective rigorous clinical trials; but who would perform them, and cover cost?
– Establish if GEP testing alone or in conjunction with SLNB has greater prognostic value
– Determine clinical outcomes of management algorithms based on GEP test results

CM: Cutaneous melanoma; GEP: Gene expression profiling; SLNB: Sentinel lymph node biopsy.

A recent survey study reported that 20% of – predominantly US – pigmented lesion experts were routinely using
one or more GEP tests for CM and basing clinical management decisions on the results [27]. By contrast, 80% of
respondents had never ordered a GEP test because it was not endorsed in CM guidelines, they did not think it
would impact their practice, and/or they felt more validation was necessary [27]. This variability in practice even
among experts in the field is concerning and highlights the critical need to elucidate the rationale for use of these
tests and to obtain evidence to support incorporation of validated molecular testing into clinical practice.

Opportunities & uncertainties of prognostic GEP testing

Prognostic GEP testing has the potential to improve prediction of the biological behavior of melanocytic lesions by
objectively defining ‘high risk’ on a molecular level. Patients identified to be at increased risk of disease recurrence
and metastasis may benefit from enhanced surveillance (including imaging and physical examination), as well as
newer adjuvant therapies, although neither has yet demonstrated improved survival in node-negative CM [28].
While conventional staging parameters such as Breslow depth and SLNB status are strongly correlated with clinical
outcomes [29], they may under- or over-estimate metastatic risk. For example, 2% of patients with thin (T1a) tumors
will ultimately experience relapse and death from melanoma [29], and 5% of all patients with a negative SLNB will
develop local recurrence or distant metastasis [30]. On the other hand, there are patients with thick primary tumors
or positive SLNB who do not relapse and instead demonstrate long-term survival without additional therapy.

Validated GEP testing could improve staging accuracy and help streamline management (Table 2). For instance,
GEP test results could inform which patients might benefit from more, or less aggressive treatment, such as wider
or narrower excision margins for their primary CM, undergoing or avoiding a SLNB procedure and receiving or
foregoing surveillance imaging or systemic adjuvant therapy. However, it is not currently known whether a high-risk
GEP classification or presymptomatic detection of distant metastasis (through surveillance imaging) is associated
with improved response to newer systemic therapies. Moreover, if a node-negative patient has a GEP test indicating
high risk, it is unlikely that insurance payors would approve expensive adjuvant therapy that is not currently US
FDA-approved for node-negative patients.

Challenges in closing the recommendation gap

Since GEP testing is not currently endorsed in CM practice guidelines outside of a clinical trial or study [23,24],
what evidence is needed for its adoption as standard of care? Such guidelines are established by rotating panels of
interdisciplinary experts and patient advocates based on review of worldwide evidence. Without a strong scientific
basis, there are potential hazards in deviating from clinical practice guidelines if the intervention lacks benefit or
causes harm to the patient, as well as potential liability to the provider if there is an unfavorable outcome. At the
same time, we have an obligation to proactively advance promising new technologies that may make a difference
for our patients in the future.
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The major challenges of GEP testing are determining which tumor should be tested and how GEP tests should be
validated (Table 2). It is also important to note additional barriers to adopting any new technology, which includes
resistance to change, reluctance to abandon familiar practices, high costs that may not be borne by insurance and
financial disincentives for providers to abandon established procedures.

Paradigms for incorporating prognostic GEP testing into practice guidelines

What approach would best inform practice guideline development for GEP testing for CM (Table 2)? Should CM
specialists conduct a multicenter prospective trial? Should this be done from multiple institutions with single or
different study designs? Should trials be coordinated by CM/cooperative oncology groups? Who would pay for the
trials? Or should various GEP tests simply be disseminated without specific use recommendations, with the hope
that best practices will become evident over time? To evaluate these questions, it is instructive to review how GEP
testing was incorporated into clinical guidelines for UM and breast cancer.

The NCCN guidelines for UM recommend GEP testing (i.e., DecisionDx-UM™) along with other molecular
tests (chromosomal and targeted mutational analysis) if tumor tissue is available [31]. This recommendation was
based upon a single prospective 12-center cooperative group study in 459 UM patients demonstrating that over
97% of cases were correctly classified, and that GEP test results had superior independent prognostic value compared
to other existing prognostic factors such as chromosome 3 status [32]. A subsequent study reported that UM tumors
with low-risk GEP test results respond more rapidly to plaque radiotherapy [33]. There was a consensus among
practitioners that GEP testing, used in conjunction with other molecular tests, would be useful to help identify
patients who may benefit from certain clinical trials and enhanced surveillance [34], although systemic therapies
have not yet altered the outcome of metastatic UM. The NCCN recommends imaging intervals for UM patients
with high-risk GEP test results every 3–6 months (vs every 6–12 months for low-risk GEP test results) [31].

A second prospective, multicenter study of 70 UM patients validated the prognostic value of GEP testing and
reported that those with high-risk GEP test results received significantly higher intensity monitoring and higher
oncology/clinical trial enrollment compared with those with low-risk test results [35]. However, there do not yet
appear to be any published studies demonstrating that enhanced surveillance based on GEP testing improves
clinical outcomes in UM. Why do some practitioners [27] feel that GEP testing in CM should be subjected to
more rigorous validation linked to clinical outcomes than was applied in UM? There are significant differences
between CM and UM, namely that UM is much less common than CM and treated by a relatively small number
of specialized practitioners, staging in UM is based on tumor size and presence of distant metastasis, and there is
no alternative staging procedure for UM (e.g., SLNB). The introduction of GEP testing in UM may have been less
controversial because it did not disrupt current clinical practice, represented an additional molecular test to those
already routinely performed, and did not threaten to displace established and well-validated staging procedures
(e.g., SLNB). A high-risk GEP result in UM leads only to increased imaging surveillance but not systemic therapy,
thus the possible downstream costs of GEP testing in CM are potentially significantly higher. Finally, unlike
UM, patients with CM who recur often have outstanding responses to either immunotherapy or BRAF-directed
therapies. For these reasons, some may feel that GEP testing in CM should be subjected to more rigorous validation
linked to clinical outcomes than was applied in UM.

Oncotype Dx R© (Genomic Health, CA, USA) is currently endorsed by NCCN as a prognostic 21-gene GEP
test for breast cancer [36]. After the publication and review of multiple prospective validation studies in >1300
patients [37,38], Oncotype Dx was first incorporated in clinical guidelines in 2007 in the American Society of Clinical
Oncology recommendations to identify patients with node-negative, estrogen receptor (ER)-positive breast cancer
who would derive the most benefit from adjuvant tamoxifen (endocrine therapy) and who may not require
adjuvant chemotherapy [39]. In 2008, Oncotype Dx was added to NCCN recommendations to stratify recurrence
risk and possible benefits of adjuvant chemotherapy for women with node-negative, ER-positive, HER2-negative
breast cancer [40]. Following publication of the prospective Trial Assigning Individualized Options for Treatment
(TAILORx) in which 10,273 women with moderate Oncotype Dx recurrence risk demonstrated similar disease free
survival when randomized to receive either endocrine or chemo-endocrine adjuvant therapy [41], NCCN guidelines
were updated in 2018 recommending Oncotype Dx as the preferred test to determine which patient may not
need chemotherapy [36]. For patients with micrometastases and positive nodes, the NCCN guidelines recommend
considering one of several commercially available prognostic GEP tests to determine chemotherapy benefit [36].
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Potential considerations for clinical trials assessing benefit of prognostic GEP testing

Do we need prospective, randomized clinical trials to provide required data to inform practice guidelines for GEP
testing, similar to those performed for wide excision [42,43] and SLNB [44,45] for primary CM? The goals of future
GEP trials would be twofold: to establish if GEP testing alone or in conjunction with SLNB has greater prognostic
value than existing CM staging parameters; and to determine outcomes of different screening and management
algorithms based on GEP test results. There are two basic paradigms for randomized trials incorporating GEP
testing in CM. First, patients can be randomized to treatment based on GEP test results, as was done in the
breast cancer and UM trials noted above. Alternatively, patients can be randomized to staging test (e.g., SLNB or
GEP testing). However, it is important to recognize that SLNB and GEP testing are not designed to predict the
same outcomes, although they may identify overlapping subsets of patients with increased risk for regional and/or
distant metastasis. Notably, lymphatic (better predicted by SLNB) and hematogenous (better predicted by GEP
tests) dissemination of early-stage CM is associated with overlapping but distinct risk factors [46].

It is important to note that guideline-based recommendations of GEP testing in breast cancer followed testing its
prognostic ability in node negative, ER-positive patients, which resulted in recommendations specific to that cancer
cohort. A similar structured approach is needed for GEP testing in CM to identify the subset (i.e., specific sub-stages)
of patients who are most likely to benefit, as pretest probability will likely vary depending on tumor stage for any
test. While trials should be based on the principle of equipoise, and not direct patients to a substandard course, there
are potential inherent hazards associated with any approach. For example, patients could be identified who would
not otherwise be offered additional surveillance or treatment per CM guidelines but (if GEP test indicates high risk)
could benefit from a intervention. However, this must be weighed against the cost of the imaging, harms of more
invasive testing from false-positive imaging results, potential adverse side effects of systemic therapy and increased
patient anxiety. On the other hand, patients who would otherwise be offered imaging or adjuvant systemic therapy
may be spared the cost and risk of those interventions in the setting of a low-risk GEP classification, although
incorrect risk classification may cause harm if potentially beneficial interventions are not offered. In addition, studies
are needed to examine whether adjuvant targeted and immunomodulating agents will benefit GEP-designated high
risk, SLNB-negative patients in reducing risk of metastasis and death.

Other considerations

The cost of a prospective trial assessing impact of GEP testing on clinical outcomes would depend on number of
subjects enrolled, trial design, positive and negative predictive values of the GEP test employed and the desired
magnitude of clinical effect. An additional consideration is the pretest probability of a GEP test in specific groups
of patients. For example, an analysis of outcomes for the 31-GEP test in patients with T1 tumors (where sensitivity
and positive predictive values were 10–20% and specificity and negative predictive values were 90–96%) estimated
that up to 90% of patients who tested positive would be predicted not to develop metastasis (90% false-positive rate)
while 80% of patients who ultimately developed metastasis would be predicted to test negative (80% false-negative
rate) [47]. It is likely that the performance of most GEP tests will be better in higher compared with lower stage
patients. It is also important to note that despite the availability of the multiple GEP testing platforms discussed
above, it is likely that for most CM primary tumors there will only be enough remaining tissue in the paraffin block
to accommodate a single GEP test.

Finally, consideration should also be given to use of archived CM specimens collected as part of large cooperative
group trials in which patients were randomized to treatment (such as adjuvant therapies). GEP test results could be
correlated with clinical course and treatment outcomes. This approach would be far cheaper, easier to implement
and avoids any additional risks for the patient. However, it may not be possible to fully assess the value of a test
if subjects are not randomized to an intervention based on test results. In addition, it may not be possible to
determine superiority of a GEP test compared with other staging tests (like SLNB) if subjects are not randomized
to one screening test versus another. Thus, prospective randomized trials may subsequently be needed.

Future perspective
We expect that prognostication in CM will continue to evolve by incorporating molecular features of the tumor
with traditional clinic-pathologic features in order to best estimate individual risk. Although GEP testing in CM
is promising, it is currently being used by some practitioners to influence management without endorsement of
national guidelines. It will be difficult to determine over time whether a certain GEP test benefits patients if results
are not incorporated into a clinical study examining patient outcomes. Currently, it is not clear which GEP test
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is superior among several platforms, and which test(s) is most appropriate for patients at each tumor stage. While
some GEP tests are currently commercially available without clinical studies demonstrating which tumors/patients
benefit from testing, other GEP tests are being developed and tested prior to commercial release. Ideally, the
performance (in terms of sensitivity, specificity, positive and negative predictive value) of a GEP test should justify
its application in identifying which patients can be spared unneeded interventions and which may benefit from
additional interventions that would not otherwise be recommended. We believe that carefully designed clinical
trials will guide us toward the best practice and clinical use of these tests for CM patients. We look forward to
collaborative efforts among dermatologists, medical oncologists and surgical oncologist to perform these studies.
With high-quality data to inform which GEP tests will benefit which CM patients with specific sub-stages and
clinical settings, broader use of GEP is expected and would be appropriate in the context of high-quality clinical
validation studies.
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